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            Canavalia

      Canavalia maritima (20g) 

In South America and the Gulf Coast of Mexico dried leaves of Bay Bean were considered sacred and designed around the graves of the Mazatec and other tribes. 

The dried..
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            Combretum

      Combretum quadrangulare (20g) 

Combretum is originally from Amphoe Na Kae district of the province of Nakhon Phanom in the northeast of Thailand. This is at the extreme north-eastern border of Thai..
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            Kanna

      Sceletium tortuosum powder (5g) 

Kanna was originally used by the Hottentots of South Africa as a stimulant. It is insufflated, smoked or drunk as tea. When the dutch arrived in South Africa and fi..

            
                9.90€              
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            Marihuanilla

      Leonurus sibiricus (20g) 

Leonurus sibiricus, also known as Siberian mother root or Marihuanilla, is a herbacious plant, native to Asia. This bush, capable of reaching 1-2 meters in height, has bee..

            
                7.90€              
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            Sassafras

      Sassafras Albidum (50g) 

Sassafras root bark has been drunk since pre-Columbian times by Indians as a stimulating, soothing and healing tea. 

This tea causes strong stimulation, eroticism, perce..
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            Tagetes / Yauhtli

      Tagetes lucida (20g)

Tagetes is a classic ethnobotanical herb and was one of the most sacred herbs of the Aztecs. The powdered herb was blown into the faces of victims during rituals before they we..

            
                7.90€              
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            Wild Dagga Flowers

      Leonotis leonurus (3g)

This South African shrub is called wild hemp in its native South Africa. Two different peoples from the region, the Khoikhoi and the Bushmen, use the leaves and flowers as me..
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            Wild Dagga Enhanced

      Leonotis leonurus - enhanced (3g)
 

This South African shrub is called wild hemp in its native South Africa. Two different peoples from the region, the Khoikhoi and the Bushmen, use the ..

            
                15.00€              
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Tagetes is a classic ethnobotanical herb and was one of the most sacred herbs of the Aztecs. The...
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